Karakia Timatanga
He hōnore, he korōria ki te Atua
He maungārongo ki te whenua
He whakaaro pai ki ngā tāngata katoa
Ake Ake Amine

Kare ā Roto
◦ working with powerful emotions in
challenging teaching & learning contexts
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Workshop

Lived experience

The Model

Activity: Lived experiences of emotion

Kare ā roto – a bodily metaphor

20 mins

ngākau, ate, puku, āhua
10 mins

What we know/understand about emotions
Historical influences`- Colonization/neoliberalism
Thinking differently – intra-action
15 mins

The Context

Activity: Adapting the model
Working with the ripples
20 mins
Feedback/Patai?
5 mins

Activity

Lived experience of emotion
• Activity

Activity
Think of a recent emotional experience in your context of teaching and
learning
1. on a piece of paper write down what the dominant emotion was
2. Share your story with others (in groups of three)
3. What were the main emotions from your group?

15 mins

Context
• What we know/understand
about emotions
• Historical influences of
Colonization/neoliberalism
• Thinking differently

Historical understandings and beliefs

Shifting our
thinking
about
emotions

•

Emotions are confused thoughts or perceptions, unreliable
judgements, inferior, subjective and private experiences which
could not be understood by objective means and should be
controlled or regulated (C17th Descartes)

•

Threat or pleasure links to physiological processes in the body
Darwin, James , Lange (C19th)

•

A total act of consciousness, “magical essence” Sartre 1971

•

Emotion as an interconnecting agent combining situational,
reflective, relational experience (Denzin, 1980)

•

Somatic markers – Implicit memories (Damasio, 1994)

•

There are emotional rules & power relationships (Hochschild)

•

Cognitive, Motivational, Relational - action tendencies (Lazarus,
1990’s)

•

Emotions in teaching and learning are “collaboratively constructed
terrain,” shaped by structures and experiences of race, class, and
gender (Boler, 1999).

•

Emotions are a critical force in learning (Immordino-Yang 2016)

•

Emotions actually shape the way we think (Berninger, 2016)

•

All teaching and learning is emotional practice (Ings 2017, Yoo &
Carter 2017, Cozolino, 2013, Zembylas 2007).

Emotion and/or affect?
◦ Emotions as ‘e-motion’ are about movement – action tendencies (Lazarus 1991)
◦ Emotions are the body’s response to lived experiences - inner prompts, nudges, stirrings, drawing attention to what is
meaningful.
◦ In learning, emotions produce movement away or towards - motivational as the result of some emotions, inhibiting as the
result of other emotions.
◦ Affect is relational, it is the energy that arises in interactions with each other – to affect and to be affected is the essence of
our interactions
◦ Affect is not limited to human relations only - our environment, culture, social and political context all participate in affect (and
technologies)

Emotions and affect - as forces and as fields

Matauranga Māori

◦ Emotion is understood holistically, not seperate from
thought: intertwined, inseperable, interconnected –
mind, spirit, body, creation, and cosmos
◦ He ngākau, puku, ate, āhua - situated within and
around the body
◦ Emotions have many forms (āhua) or layers of
intensity - Riri (anger ) has at least 13 different forms
◦ Collective and individual experiences, collective and
individual effects

MY FELLOW PASSENGER

Colonisation
◦ Missionary schools: “The cutting edge of colonization … the advance party of cultural invasion”
(R.J. Walker 1990/2004 p.85 Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou: Struggle Without End, Penguin, Auckland)
◦ The emergence of the Native School 1867-1967
◦ The Emergence of the Industrial School
◦ Legal guardianship of “idle, disorderly and neglected” “put into the hands of proper persons to take charge
and put them on the safe road to honest and clean life.”

“I do not advocate for the Natives under present circumstances a
refined education or high mental culture; it would be inconsistent
if we take account of the position they are likely to hold for many
years to come on the social scale, and inappropriate if we
remember that they are better calculated by nature to get their
living by manual rather than mental labour”
)

(AJHR, 1862, E4, p38. cited in Calman 2012

Neoliberalism
◦ Education as a tool for economic principles
◦ Educators in a competition for learners, learners forced into a competition for education
◦ Duty of care for individuals becomes secondary to the commercial drivers of economics: marketing and
branding, reputation of schools, public perceptions, league tables, etc.
◦ Leads to exclusion of those who don’t succeed in, or reject market driven mainstream education: socially,
economically disadvantaged, cultural minorities, “at-risk” groups

Context
• Thinking tools: Intraaction & diffraction
• Lived emotional
experiences in secondchance teaching and
learning

Thinking
differently
about
emotions

Anger

Hope

Fear
Love

Intra-action – a thinking tool
Self = interconnected multiple identities within multiple
relationships, histories, and cultures
“Intra” meaning from “within,” what is happening within a
thing– a mutual constitution of entangled agencies, so with
an interaction two bodies interact but they exist
independently of each other,
In an intra-action individuals emerge through the intraaction, the ability to act emerges from within the
relationship not outside of it.
A thinking technology that frees the mind from trying to
fully understand any phenomenon, giving up cause and
effect, individual agency and subject object relationships
Emotions and our understandings of emotions come into
being through intra-action, things are not predetermined
but always changing and unfolding.
I used the concept of intra-action as a way of grasping at the
complexity/entanglement of emotions.

(Karen Barad,

Meeting the Universe Halfway, 2007)

“Hi Lynne,
We had a heart-warming presentation of a level one certificate today for Tom in front of his classmates. He has been
in and out of here for the last 28 years, and it has taken him a year to complete level one. He was really chuffed and
kept sliding it in and out of its envelope quietly throughout the lesson with a big grin on his face. Then he stayed
behind for a second after the lesson to tell me he was going to show it to his elderly mother when she came to visit
this weekend, he said, “the only thing she’s ever seen me get is a prison sentence—thanks Miss.”
We often forget how much things mean to our learners; it was a nice moment.”

The Model
• Kare ā roto

Ate

Ngākau

kare ā roto

a bodily metaphor for working with emotion
Emotion is understood holistically, not seperate from thought:
intertwined, inseperable, interconnected – mind, spirit, body,
creation, and cosmos

Āhua

He ngākau, puku, ate, āhua - situated within and around the body

Puku

◦ In ngākau, emotions are central, recognised as individual,
collective, and cosmic events incorporating shared communal
responsibility
◦ In puku, emotional needs are felt and met. These needs are
recognised for their interconnectedness, with the
understanding that kaiako and tauira have equal emotional
needs and responsibilities.
◦ In Ate – transformations are enabled through emotional
experiences
◦ In āhua, emotions are made visible, their shapes are known,
power relationships inherent in emotions are disrupted, the
fields of emotions are made tangible as “Affective Spaces”

The first frond: Placing emotions at the centre of
second-chance education (Ngākau)
• In ngākau, emotions are centre, recognised as individual, collective, and
cosmic events incorporating shared communal responsibility through
these actions:
• Taking the pulse of emotions: regularly naming and inquiring about emotions,
asking, “how are you are feeling?” or having a ritual at the beginning or end
each class—naming what emotions were felt and why.
• By co-creating a set of emotional norms for the classroom and emotional zones
and spaces (safety) with “parking spaces” for travelling emotions.
• By validating emotions when they appear, allowing space for their expression
and recognising how they travel from one body, thing, relationship, space, time
to others. This includes reconstituting outlawed emotions as knowledge, as
questions, and as celebrating resistance.

The second frond: Meeting the emotional needs of all
(Puku)
In puku, emotional needs are felt and met. These needs are recognised for their
interconnectedness, with the understanding that kaiako and tauira have equal emotional needs
and responsibilities. Emotional needs are felt and met through these actions:
• Through named practices of shared emotional investment and commitment, giving and caring for self
and others. Making explicit the responsibility of emotions along with their possibilities and limits.
• By positioning outwardly expressed emotions, whatever their nature, as opportunities to form bonds
and open spaces for conversations about emotions.
• Through practices that foster vertical (kaiako/tauira) and horizontal (tauira/tauira) emotional
connections, with the understanding that horizontal may be more influential in transformations and
sustain longer than vertical.
• Allowing emotional downtime—not every emotional expression has to be significant, sometimes there
are moods which cannot be explained, just allowed—with acknowledgement of the field of affect.

The third frond: Making emotions visible (Āhua)
In āhua, emotions are made visible, their shapes are known, power relationships inherent in
emotions are disrupted, the fields and forces of emotions are made tangible as “Affective Spaces”
through these actions:
• Paying attention to the feeling tone and “messages” of the physical spaces, regularly reviewing
emotional experience in the context of these spaces.
• Showing how experiences of classroom emotions are transferrable to other contexts, whānau, home
and society, and in reverse.
• Creating dialogue to describe how affect is constituted by emotions and/or disturbed by them, how
affect is transferrable between bodies in confined spaces, how emotions as forces are built up inside
and carried in the body, how forces of different emotions produce movement towards or away, and
how to recognise and manage these forces and affects in the classroom.
• Uncovering and examining emotional rules and sanctions in the classroom and in the wider society,
bringing awareness to how unconscious bias presents in emotions (for example, acting more warmly
towards some and not others), finding ways of addressing those differences.

The fourth frond: Transforming through emotional
experience (Ate)
In Ate – transformations are enabled through emotional experiences by these actions:
• Recognising emotions for their opportunities and obligations in transformations, and that
transformations are not linear. Naming the emotions that are attached to transformations, and those
that are attached to barriers and walls, creating opportunities to examine those emotions in time by
tracing their appearance on a timeline/map.
• By making the abstract concrete: Identifying an end goal so that tauira see what they are working
towards, for example, if the goal is not to feel angry all time, trace which emotions might relieve
that anger, what acts will produce those emotions, what opportunities will allow those acts, how
they will be recognised and recorded along the map.
• Using story-telling methods, whākatauki and mythology, to remove any immediacy and threat of
naming emotions. In stories, place typical emotions with certain roles or identities, for example, “as
a mother I feel,” “as a student I feel,” “as a woman I feel,” “as Māori, I feel.” This demonstrates that
emotions are attached to perspectives and identities that have wider, socio-historical contexts.

Activity:
Adapting the model
Kare ā roto

Adapting the model
◦ The model provides the framework and some suggested ideas for co-creating (kaiako and ākonga) ways of
placing emotions at the centre, meeting emotional needs, making emotions visible, and harnessing their
potential in transformations - in your context.

◦ This activity asks you to return to the emotional experiences you described earlier, choose one as an example
◦ In your group, workshop one practical strategy for each of the four fronds that enables that emotion to be
centre, for needs to be met, for emotions to be made visible, for a transformation to be given opportunity.

PATAI?
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Karakia Whakamutanga
Kia tau ki a tātou katoa
Te atawhai o tō tātou Ariki, a Ihu Karaiti
Me te aroha o te Atua
Me te whiwhingatahitanga
Ki te wairua tapu
Ake, ake, ake
Amine
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◦ working with powerful emotions in
challenging teaching & learning contexts
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The first frond: Placing emotions at the centre of
second-chance education (Ngākau)
In ngākau, emotions are centre, recognised as individual, collective,
and cosmic events incorporating shared communal responsibility
through these actions:
1.
2.
3.

The second frond: Meeting the emotional needs of all
(Puku)
In puku, emotional needs are felt and met. These needs are recognised
for their interconnectedness, with the understanding that kaiako and
tauira have equal emotional needs and responsibilities. Emotional
needs are felt and met through these actions:
1.

2.

3

The third frond: Making emotions visible (Āhua)
In āhua, emotions are made visible, their shapes are known, power relationships inherent
in emotions are disrupted, the fields and forces of emotions are made tangible as
“Affective Spaces” through these actions:
1.

2.

3.

The fourth frond: Transforming through emotional
experience (Ate)
In Ate – transformations are enabled through emotional experiences by these
actions:
1.

2.

3.
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Loving Learning? Emotional Experiences
in Second-chance Teaching & Learning

Kare ā roto
In ate, transformations are enabled
through emotional experiences

In ngākau, emotions are centre, recognised
as individual, collective, and cosmic events
incorporating shared responsibility
In āhua, emotions are made visible, their shapes
are known, power relationships inherent in
emotions are disrupted, the fields of emotions
are made tangible as “Affective Spaces”

In puku, emotional needs are felt and met. These needs are
recognised for their interconnectedness, with the
understanding that kaiako and tauira have equal emotional
needs and responsibilities.

